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synthesis of new hypervalent compoundsProject

The object of this study is to develop novel ligands which occupy the specific positions ofAbstract of

hypervalent main group compounds on the basis of the steric and electronic stabilizationResearch

effects, and synthesize the hypervalent compounds with novel frameworks by use of theseProject

ligands. Mainly, we will develop several ligands for pentacoordinate main-group-element

compounds, such as the planar tridentate ligand which occupies two apical positions and one

equatorial position, the tetradentate ligands which occupy three equatorial positions and one

apical position, the bulky dendrimer-type ligand which occupies the equatorial position, and

the dithiocarboxylato ligand which bridges two highly coordinate main-group elements.

Since the properties of the bonds between the highly coordinate atom and the ligand are

considerably influenced by the positions of the ligands, the use of these uniquely designed

ligands in the hypervalent compounds makes the other ligands occupy the residual positions

which are suitably situated to exhibit new bonding properties and novel reactivities. The

construction of the novel hypervalent compounds bearing thermodynamically unfavorable

configuration of the ligands or the extraordinarily activated ligands due to the bonding

characters at the specified positions will also be achieved. The generality of the synthetic

method employed here will allow us to investigate a series of hypervalent compounds

bearing different main group elements with the same framework. Such systematic studies

are expected to contribute significantly to the development of a new paradigm in

organoelemental chemistry.
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